
An Operation World Prayer Resource
Are you looking for a comprehensive resource to guide your prayers for the
nations? Look no further than the Operation World Prayer Resource! With its
wealth of information and powerful insights, this resource has become a trusted
companion for individuals and communities around the globe.

Operation World is a worldwide initiative that aims to mobilize Christians to pray
specifically for issues affecting global evangelization. Since its inception in 1964,
Operation World has been providing resources to equip believers with accurate
and up-to-date information about each country, empowering them to pray in a
targeted and informed manner.

The Importance of Prayer

Prayer is a powerful tool that connects us with the heart of God. It allows us to
intercede for others and bring their needs before Him. When we pray, we
participate in God's work, aligning our will with His and inviting His intervention in
our world.
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As Christians, we are called to pray for the nations. The Great Commission
compels us to go into all the world, making disciples of every nation (Matthew
28:19). Through Operation World, this global mandate is extended through
prayer, recognizing that prayer precedes and accompanies effective mission
work.

What is the Operation World Prayer Resource?

The Operation World Prayer Resource is a comprehensive collection of
information about every nation on earth. It provides a detailed analysis of each
country, including its geography, history, politics, economy, and religious
landscape. This wealth of information helps believers understand the unique
challenges and opportunities each country faces, enabling them to pray
intelligently and effectively.

Each country profile in the Operation World Prayer Resource is accompanied by
specific prayer points. These prayer points cover a wide range of topics, including
the spiritual climate of the nation, the growth of the church, challenges faced by
Christians, and social and political issues that require God's intervention. By
providing these prayer points, Operation World enables believers to focus their
prayers and intercession on the areas that need it the most.

How to Utilize the Operation World Prayer Resource

The Operation World Prayer Resource is designed to be accessible and user-
friendly. It can be used by individuals, prayer groups, churches, and mission
organizations. Here are a few ways in which you can utilize this resource:

1. Personal Devotion

Start incorporating the Operation World Prayer Resource into your personal
devotional time. Set aside dedicated time each day to pray for a specific country



or region. Utilize the detailed information and prayer points to guide your
intercession. By praying for different nations regularly, you will broaden your
understanding of global issues, cultivate empathy for different cultures, and
deepen your burden for the nations.

2. Prayer Group or Cell

If you are part of a prayer group or cell, consider using the Operation World
Prayer Resource as a tool for collective intercession. Each member can choose a
country and present it to the group, sharing the specific prayer points provided.
This not only creates a beautiful synergy of prayer but also fosters a sense of
global unity as believers intercede for different nations together.

3. Church or Mission Organization

Churches and mission organizations can incorporate the Operation World Prayer
Resource into their regular prayer meetings. Designate specific times during the
week or month to focus on praying for nations. Provide copies of the resource to
your congregation or members, encouraging them to adopt a nation and become
intercessors for it. By mobilizing your community in this way, you are actively
participating in God's worldwide mission.

The Impact of the Operation World Prayer Resource

Over the years, countless individuals and groups have testified to the profound
impact of the Operation World Prayer Resource on their prayer lives. Here are
some ways in which this resource has produced tangible results:

Awareness and Empathy

Through reading about different countries and their unique challenges, believers
gain a broader perspective of the world. This leads to increased awareness and



empathy for those living in difficult circumstances. As a result, prayers become
more passionate, heartfelt, and targeted.

Unity and Collaboration

The Operation World Prayer Resource has played a significant role in fostering
unity among believers. As Christians around the world pray for the same issues,
barriers of distance and culture are broken down. Collaboration and cooperation
between believers from various backgrounds become the norm, strengthening
the global body of Christ.

Transformed Lives and Nations

Countless testimonies abound of lives transformed and nations impacted through
targeted prayer. As believers intercede according to the specific prayer points
provided in the Operation World Prayer Resource, they have witnessed
remarkable answers to prayer. Spiritual strongholds have been broken, hearts
have been opened to the Gospel, and nations have experienced revival.

In

The Operation World Prayer Resource is not simply a book or a collection of
information; it is a catalyst for global prayer and mission. Through its
comprehensive country profiles and specific prayer points, this resource equips
believers to pray effectively for the nations. By utilizing the Operation World
Prayer Resource, you can join a global movement of intercession that is making a
tangible difference in the world. Are you ready to take up the call and become a
prayer warrior for the nations?
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Window on the World is your ticket to travel around the world! If you appreciate
Operation World as an adult, your kids will love this invaluable and age-
appropriate prayer resource that develops cultural, political, and geographical
awareness through a Christian lens. Find out how God is changing the lives of
families everywhere through prayer―from the frozen Arctic to the hottest desert,
on the highest mountains and in crowded cities.
Window on the World brings alive the culture, history, and traditions of all sorts of
different people. With "Fact Files" and "Do You Know?" features, each section
brings you information, true stories, maps, and easy-to-use prayer points that
take you into homes around the world. See how children live, what they like to do,
where they go to school, what they eat and wear, and what they hope and dream.
This revised edition includes new entries for more countries and people groups,
with updated information and prayer points from the team at Operation World. It
will draw a new generation into learning about the world, reaching out to people,
and praying for those who have never heard about Jesus. Through Window on
the World, young people and adults alike can discover and pray for the peoples of
the world.
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